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Abstract

circumvents the need for participants in the world to first download
and install a program or browser plug-in (assuming they already
have a VRML viewer installed of course) before they can access the
shared virtual world, something that can dissuade the casual Web
“surfer” from entering a shared world. The main disadvantage with
using the existing facilities in VRML97 to author shared virtual
worlds is complexity. It may be necessary to write Java code to
support activities such as shared behaviours or to use a variety of
pre-defined prototypes to realise the world. Both approaches can be
cumbersome and awkward to use because they have to compensate
for the lack of direct support in the underlying language.
The research presented in this paper is focussed on making the
tasks of authoring new shared virtual worlds and converting existing
VRML worlds into shared worlds simpler whilst still retaining the
ability to work within existing VRML viewers. To this end extensions to the VRML97 specification to provide explicit support for
the creation of shared virtual worlds are presented. A pre-processor
is then utilised to convert the extended form of VRML into standard
VRML97 and Java source code which will ultimately be compiled
into an applet responsible for sharing the world with other participants. The use of a pre-processor is similar to the approach described in [8] to support object-orientated extensions in VRML97.
The remainder of this paper describes the extensions to VRML97
and how they are converted into standard VRML97. The software
components in the system and the wire protocol used to provide the
illusion of a shared virtual space are also described.

This paper describes a system for authoring and executing shared
virtual worlds within existing VRML97 viewers such as Cosmo
Player. As VRML97 does not contain any direct support for the
construction of virtual worlds containing multiple users extensions
are presented to provide support for shared behaviours, avatars and
objects that can be manipulated and carried by participants in the
world; these extensions are pre-processed into standard VRML97
and Java. A system infrastructure is described which allows worlds
to be authored and executed within the context of the World Wide
Web and the MBone.
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Introduction
2

Since the creation of VRML 1.0 there has been much interest in
using VRML to create multi-user (shared) virtual worlds. Some research has focussed on evolving the language to provide constructs
to directly support the creation of shared virtual worlds, for instance
[2] and [16].
Other work, for example [lo], [5], [12], has focussed on providing access to shared virtual worlds using facilities within the
VRML97 specification. Although VRML97 does not contain any
constructs to directly support multi-user (shared) virtual worlds
Script nodes, prototypes and event routing can all be used to construct shared virtual worlds.
Using the facilities of VRML97 to create shared virtual worlds
has the advantage that, in theory at least, any compliant VRML97
viewer can be used to provide access to the virtual world. This

System Overview

It is possible to classify a distributed virtual reality system by how
data are exchanged between machines participating in the session.
Systems which use a client/server paradigm are described as centralised; systems which fit this classification are Community Place
[ 121, the Blaxxun Community Server [ 1 l] and the Active Worlds
system 1193. Such systems typically require a powerful machine to
run the server process. They also suffer from scalability problems
due to the fact that as the number of participants in the world increases so does the load on the server, introducing latency into the
system.
Distributed systems address these problems by eliminating the
server process. Communication occurs peer to peer by using multicast networking. Systems which can be classified as distributed are
the DIVE system [7], MASSIVE-2 [9] and NPSNET [14]. While
the bottleneck represented by the central server has been removed,
latency can still occur due to the number of messages that have to
be processed. MASSIVE-2, NSPSNET and SPLINE [l] all contain
facilities for dividing the virtual world into different regions each
of which is allocated a separate multicast address so reducing the
number of messages that need to be processed.
The system presented in this paper is neither wholly centralised
or wholly distributed, rather it is a hybrid of these two approaches.
Predominantly the system is distributed: hosts communicate using
multicasting rather than relaying data through a server. Communication occurs using a mixture of best-effort and ACK-based reliable
multicasting. Use of reliable multicasting is reserved for messages
which must be delivered to avoid deadlock, such as messages to
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grant and release shared objects. The majority of traffic, such as
avatar position data, is sent via best effort to avoid the higher cost
of using the reliable multicasting protocol. In the case of avatar position, data packet loss is not so serious as a machine can catch up
when the participant moves again.
The system does however, employ a lightweight server called
the Gatekeeper to perform some services such as providing access
to the virtual world, recording the state of the world and controlling
access to shared objects. It has similar duties to Broll’s Multi User
Daemon [3] and the Virtual World server described in [16].
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System Components

Browser
Client A

There are several separate components that make up the system as a
whole; these consist of software as well as protocols and language
extensions. These components are:
l

4

The Gatekeeper server. This is responsible for granting access to the shared virtual world, tracking the ownership of
shared objects and tracking the state of the virtual world. It
also checks that participants in the virtual world are still connected to the network and is responsible for evicting those that
have lost their network connection.

l

An extended form of VRML, which presently includes support for shared behaviours, objects and avatars.

l

The Pre-processor is responsible for reading the extended
form of VRML and compiling it into VRML97 that can be
handled by existing VRML viewers.

l

The Browser Client. This is the Java applet running inside the
Web browser that provides access to the shared virtual world.
Its purpose is to monitor events occurring in one copy of the
VRML world via the External Authoring Interface and then
to multicast these events to other clients. Similarly clients listen to events being multicast by other clients and then inject
them into their copy of the virtual world so giving the illusion of one virtual location. The Browser Client is not a fixed
piece of software, rather it is a core set of methods which
are customised by the Pre-processor program according to the
structure of the virtual world being implemented. This code
is then compiled and embedded in a web page along with the
VRML97 world. Figure one shows the relationship between
Browser Clients and the Gatekeeper server and how they interact during the execution of the virtual world.

l

The Wire Protocol. This defines how clients interact and exchange information about activities occurring in the virtual
world.

2. Download

1

address

Figure 1: Interaction between Clients and Gatekeeper

about the multicast address and packet TTL to use are transmitted along with information about the state of the world. The state
contains information about shared events that have been triggered
which have a lasting effect on the state of the world, for instance
someone turning on a light in the world. The state also contains information about shared objects, such as the positions of the object
and whether they are still available for collection.
Once a participant has entered the world, the Gatekeeper checks
to see that participants are still connected by monitoring Heartbeat
messages sent out periodically by clients. If Heartbeat messages
are not sent out in a certain time frame then the Gatekeeper attempts to query the particular client. If the client does not reply
to the query then the Gatekeeper takes steps to remove the participant from the virtual world so preventing it from being cluttered by
“dead” avatars.
The Gatekeeper also tracks ownership of shared objects. When
a participant wants to pick up an object they make a request to
the Gatekeeper for ownership. The Gatekeeper grants ownership
on a first come, first served basis so enforcing mutual exclusion.
This strategy is simple, quick and more efficient than a distributed
locking protocol. Nevertheless, if the virtual world contained many
shared objects which were continually being manipulated then the
load on the Gatekeeper could present a problem. To try and reduce
this problem the world can be divided into separate locales, each
being handled by a different thread of the Gatekeeper process.

4.2

The Browser Client

The Browser Client is the participant’s window into the shared virtual world. It is a Java applet that is embedded in a Web page along
with the VRML file describing the structure and appearance of the
world; this makes entering the virtual world as simple as loading
a Web page. The applet transmits information about the actions of
the participant to other Browser Clients and also receives information about the actions of other participants for inclusion in the local
copy of the world.
Figure 2 shows a participant’s view of the system in action; the
figure shows the VRML world embedded into the Web page with
the Browser Client applet occupying the bottom part of the figure.
Figures 3 and 4 show the virtual world from the perspectives of two

Software Components

The following sections describe the various software components in
the system and how they interact to provide the illusion of a shared
virtual world.
4.1

Gatekeeper

and static data

The software components are described in the following section.
A description of the language extensions can be found in section 5
while the protocol is discussed in section 6.

4

-1

The Gatekeeper

The principal function of the Gatekeeper is to act as a gateway for
participants entering the virtual environment. It listens for connections via a TCP/IP connection. When a client connects, information
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Figure 2: Two avatars seen from the view of a third
Figure 3: Monica’s view of the virtual world
participants.
Once the applet has been loaded by the Web browser it attempts
to contact the Gatekeeper process using a TCP/IP connection. The
address of the Gatekeeper is passed as an argument to the applet
but the applet has no knowledge of the multicast address to use
for talking to other clients: this information is passed to the client
by the Gatekeeper service once a connection has been established.
This arrangement has two main advantages:
1. It reflects the dynamic nature of multicast addresses. If the
multicast address needs to be changed then it done so by reinitialising the Gatekeeper rather than editing Web pages or recompiling the Client.
2. It allows a simplistic form of access control to be exercised
by the Gatekeeper. By inspecting the domain information associated with the socket connection and comparing it with a
list of banned sites the Gatekeeper can elect whether or not to
transmit fhe multicast address or not.
Along with the multicast address information the Gatekeeper sends
two more sets of information to the Browser Client:
l

Information

about the current state of the world.

l

Information

about shared objects inside the world.

The VRML file that is loaded along with the Browser Client applet contains the initial state of the world. This file is not altered
during execution of the world so it can become inconsistent with
the current state of the world due to the triggering of shared events.
Shared events may have either a transitory or lasting effect on
the state of the world. A doorbell that rings when clicked would
only have a transitory effect on the world as it rings for a time and

Figure 4: Bill’s view of the virtual world
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then stops. Other events can have a lasting effect: consider for example a table lamp object inside the virtual world -when
the object is clicked it toggles between illuminating the surrounding area
and not. This causes a lasting change in the state of the world: if
the VRML world originally has the lamp off and someone turns it
on then participants entering the world need to see the lamp illuminated. The Gatekeeper monitors and records events that have a
lasting effect on the state of the world and downloads these events
to Browser Clients joining the world so that they can be replayed to
synchronise the state of the world. [3] also describes a system that
downloads events from a server.
Shared objects in the world can also lead to the initial state of
the world becoming invalid. Shared objects can be picked up by
participants and moved to other locations in the world. As with
shared events, the Gatekeeper sends information about the objects
in the world informing the Browser Client whether the object is no
longer visible (if it’s being carried by another participant) or if it is
in a new position in the world.
Once this information has been downloaded then the connection
with the Gatekeeper is terminated; all further communication occurs via peer to peer (multicast) communication.
After updating the state of the world the Browser Client joins the
start locale by multicasting a message. The message informs other
clients about the avatar representation that the participant is using
as well as the position and orientation of the new participant in the
world. Upon receiving the message other clients send messages
back to the client that has just joined informing it of the appearance,
location orientation of the other participants.
Once it has joined the locale a Browser Client has a number of
duties:

4.2.1

The requirement that the Client must run inside of a Web browser
presents a number of additional challenges to the implementation.
The first challenge is overcoming the Java “sandbox” model of security for applets. The default security model forbids applets from
performing a number of operations that could be used to compromise system security, such as writing to disk or communicating over
the network.
Both Netscape and Internet Explorer provide different facilities
for granting extra privileges to authorised applets. At the moment
the system only supports the Netscape security model. Here the
Browser Client applet is digitally signed with a Certificate from
a trusted Certificating Authority; this signature allows the Web
browser to recognise the applet as originating from a trusted source.
Even when signed the applet does not have free reign on accessing resources on the computer it is now executing on, it must ask for
specific privileges to be granted. The first time the Browser Client
applet is executed by a user they will be presented with a number of
pop-up dialog boxes that detail the privilege the applet is requesting, for example multicasting data to other machines. It is necessary
for the user to grant all these privileges to enter the virtual world.
One further
problem
faced by us,
along with the
DIS/Java/VRML Working Group [5], were bugs in Netscape’s
implementation of the Java Virtual Machine. In particular there
are problems with the implementation of the multicasting classes
such that the Time To Live (TTL) for a packet cannot be set higher
than 1, greatly limiting the distribution of packets. To overcome
these problems a Bridge application is utilised. When using the
Bridge the applet receives multicast packets but transmits packets
to the Bridge process using unicast packets. The Bridge is a Java
application that reads these packets and then transmits them as
multicast packets with the correct TTL.
Hopefully the problems with multicast sockets will be resolved
by Netscape but it may be possible to use alternative solutions such
as Sun’s Java Plug-in Virtual Machine rather than Netscape’s implementation of the Java Virtual Machine.

1. Handling the movement of participants
2. Handling shared events
3. Handling shared objects
4. Providing communication

Browser Client Implementation

with other participants

Handling movement involves monitoring the location and orientation of the user periodically and transmitting these data to other
clients. Similarly messages about the movement of participants
are received and used to update the position and orientation of the
avatars in the world.
Handling events is similarly a two step process. Events that are
triggered locally are multicast to other clients and messages about
events triggered by other participants are processed and these events
injected into the world using the External Authoring Interface of
VRML.
The Handling of objects involves interacting with the Gatekeeper
server. The server is responsible for determining the ownership of
objects in the world and ensures that operations on objects are mutually exclusive, i.e. that two participants cannot simultaneously
acquire the same object.
When a client wants to acquire an object it sends a request to the
Gatekeeper. The Gatekeeper will send back notification of success.
Successful notification is processed by all clients and causes them
to render the object as invisible because it is now being carried by
a particular participant.
When a participant wants to drop the object a message is multicast informing the Gatekeeper and other clients that the object is
once again available for manipulation.
Upon receiving this message clients make the object visible again and translate the position
of the object to the position contained in the message.
A subsidiary task of the Browser Client is to provide communication with other participants using a simple text based chat facility. Messages typed by a participant are multicast to other participants in the locale and are displayed in a text window created by
the Browser Client.

4.3

The Pre-processor

The Pre-processor is the authoring tool used to create shared virtual
worlds. Its job is to read the extended form of VRML and produce
a number of outputs:
Standard VRML97 that can be read by VRML viewers such as
Cosmo Player. The VRML defines the structure of the virtual
world.
Java code that will form part of the Browser Client. This code
is responsible for handling shared events that occur in the virtual world along with shared objects.
Data files that are used by the Gatekeeper process. The Data
files inform the Gatekeeper about the shared objects in the virtual world and which events are classified as having a lasting
effect on the world and so need to be recorded.
Figure 5 (below) shows the process of authoring a shared virtual
world.

5

VRML Extensions

The system defines a superset of the current VRML 2 (now also
known as VRML97) Virtual Reality Modelling Language. The extensions attempt to retain the philosophy of the existing standard
and to attempt to extend existing functionality wherever possible
rather than adding completely new facilities to the language. The
motivations for this are twofold:
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Java Source

The appropriate behaviour is achieved by connecting sensors to
triggers using routing directives. The ROUTE directive specifies
that that output from one node should be connected to the input of
another node, in much the same way as electronic components are
interconnected. Events pass along the routes defined and so trigger
the appropriate behaviour.
A shared virtual world is really describing a system containing
multiple copies of a virtual world which need to remain consistent with one another. Here the standard VRML97 approach is not
sufficient. Consider the following scenario: The shared world contains a model of a door bell that rings when clicked; using Broll’s
classification of interactions [2] this would be classified as an Independent Interaction, the bell can be rung by anyone at anytime.
This behaviour can be realised by using a TouchSensor node to detect a mouse click and a AudioClip node to play the sound sample
connected by a route.
Consider this shared world containing two participants. If participant A clicks on the door bell then they can hear the bell but participant B cannot because the event that is passing along the route
is not being propagated beyond participant A’s copy of the virtual
world. Obviously there needs to be some way of propagating certain events across all copies of the virtual world so everyone’s view
of the virtual world remains consistent.
It is not sufficient here to alter the semantics of the ROUTE directive so that it sends the event to all copies of the virtual world. In
a shared behaviour that involved animation many events may pass
along a route to change the position of a model. It would be undesirable to send all these events because of the amount of network
loading that would be incurred. Rather, it is better to share the event
that has caused the generation of subsequent events.
The concept of sharing events that pass along routes can also be
found In [lo] and [15].

Data Files

VRML ‘97
\

Browser Client
Classes

Browser Client
Applet

Figure 5: The Authoring Process

l

To ensure that the learning curve for VRML programmers
should be minimal.

l

To aid the conversion of existing single-user
into multi-user worlds quickly and easily.

The extensions made to the VRML97
into the following categories:

specification

5.1 .l

VRML worlds

To allow the programmer to specify which events should be shared
a number of additional routing directives have been introduced. The
simplest of these is the SHARED-ROUTE. This has the same basic
syntax as the VRML97 ROUTE directive but with differing semantics. An event passing along a SHARED-ROUTE is propagated to
all copies of the virtual world. Events propagated to other copies
of the virtual world are routed to the destination exactly as if the
event had been generated locally. It is important to realise that the
semantics of the ROUTE remain the same, the event is not propagated beyond the copy of the world in which it was triggered.
An example usage of the SHARED-ROUTE directive is as follows:

are arranged

l

Extensions

l

Support for user embodiment

l

Support for shared objects, i.e. items in the world that can be
carried and manipulated by participants in the virtual world.

to support shared behaviours.
(avatars).

These extensions are described in the following sections.

5.1

Shared Route

SHARED-ROUTE

Support for Shared Behaviours

TS.isactive

TO DL.active

where ‘TS’ is the name of a TouchSensor node and ‘DL’ is the name
of a DirectionalLight node.

One criticism levelled at the VRML 1 specification was that it only
allowed the description of static geometry in the world. It was not
possible to describe dynamic behaviours such as animation, either
autonomous, or triggered by some user action such as clicking on
the geometry of a model or approaching the area surrounding the
object.
Recognising that dynamic actions are an important element
in creating captivating virtual worlds the VRML97 specification
added support for animation and user interaction.
This support
takes the form of a set of nodes that can be considered as either
sensors, that is they generate events based upon some criteria, or
triggers that can cause some action to occur in the virtual world.
Sensors can sense a wide variety of things: The position of a
user, the passage of time or the user clicking upon the geometry
of a model to name but a few. Triggers are used to provide the
dynamics of the world for instance, causing a model to move or to
spin, triggering the playback or a sound sample and so forth.

51.2

Dealing with State

The VRML97 Script node allows Java or JavaScript to be embedded into the Scene Graph. This adds a further complication to supporting shared events because it means that state can be contained
inside these Script nodes which cannot be transmitted to new participants inside the world.
Consider a table lamp model in the world. The behaviour required is for the lamp to light or extinguish when clicked. This
behaviour cannot be achieved without the use of program logic
as routing directly from a TouchSensor node to a DirectionalLight node would only illuminate the light for as long as the user
held their mouse pointer over it. To overcome this a fragment
of JavaScript can be used to store the state of the light, either on
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and off, and to change the state based upon events routed from the
TouchSensor.
This strategy is fine if the route from the TouchSensor node to
the Script node is shared and the population of the virtual world
remains constant. If a new participant were to join then this causes
a problem, the state of the light in the copy of the virtual world can
be different from that in other copies, assuming that someone has
turned the lamp on of course. Somehow the state of the new copy
of the world needs to be synchronised with the other copies of the
world.
One approach is to require the script to be aware that it is executing in a shared virtual world and be capable of transmitting its
state. This is the approach used in Community Place [12].
While this approach is the most flexible it does require modification to existing worlds to work. One aim of the project is to
allow existing VRML worlds and their associated behaviours to be
adapted into shared worlds easily with the minimum of changes.
To avoid the requirement of altering scripts the approach adopted
in out system is to use the Gatekeeper to record the events that lead
to state change and then replay them whenever a new participant
joins the world to synchronise the states of the world.
For situations where events routed can have a lasting effect on
the virtual world an additional keyword can be appended to any of
the shared routing directives. The RECORD keyword is used as
follows:
SHARED-ROUTE
TO DL.active

the following structure and is more simplistic than other approaches
to describing avatars, for instance, Universal Avatars [13] and the
work of the H-ANIM VRML Working Group [ 171.
DEF ME Avatar {
actions ["kick",
children [
1
on "kick" ROUTE
on "wave" ROUTE

5.3

TS.isactive
RECORD 4

now TO Legs.startTime
now TO Arms.startTime

Support for Shared Objects

Shared objects have an appearance as with other objects in the scene
graph but they can be picked up and moved around by the user. The
Object node has the following description:
DEF Box Object
{
actions
[ “open”,
children
[

"close" I

on "open" ROUTE now TO LID.startTime
on "close" ROUTE now to LIDC.startTime

Locked Route

As with avatars, objects can have actions associated with them that
can be triggered from a pop up menu presented when the user clicks
upon the object.
At present the benefit of shared objects is rather negligible, extensions to the system are planned that will make it possible to grant
extra abilities to a participant holding a particular object, for instance possessing a key may allow them to pass through a doorway
otherwise barred to them.

The LOCKED-ROUTE has a similar syntax and semantics to the
SHAREDROUTE
described above. Its purpose is similar to the
shared route in so much that it propagates events passing along the
route to other copies of the virtual world. There are however some
changes in the semantics.
Whereas a SHARED-ROUTE will transmit a value as soon as it
passes along the route the LOCKED-ROUTE will first of all try to
obtain a lock from the Gatekeeper. The event only passes along the
route and gets propagated to other copies of the world if the lock is
granted. As only one participant can own the lock at any time this
node provides a form of mutual exclusion.
The original intention in providing this route was to support
shared objects where mutual exclusion is obviously a requirement
to prevent two participants owning the object at the same time.
Shared Objects are currently implemented at a higher level so this
routing directive is no longer used for this capacity. It could have
other uses, perhaps forming a doorway through which only one person at a time could enter for example, so it remains part of the specification.

5.2

"dance" I

In this example the children field contains the geometry (omitted in
the example above) necessary to describe the avatar as well as any
other nodes needed to perform avatar actions. To support avatar actions the concept of conditional routing has been introduced. Here
events are only routed when the user triggers the appropriate action.
The triggering is performed by the user clicking on a button on the
browser interface.
Note that the routing directives do not contain a source field but
an absolute value that will be propagated when triggered. In the
example above ‘now’ equates to the time that the event is triggered.

This species that the last four events on this route should be
recorded for playback. If the number is 0 or not specified then
this equates to meaning record all events that propagate through the
route. This is obviously a problem for virtual worlds with a long
lifetime as it would require infinite memory to honour the directive.
To overcome this problem ways to make Script nodes aware that
they are executing in a shared environment and capable of sharing
their state with other instances are being investigated.

5.1.3

“wave”,

6

The Wire Protocol

As with DWTP [4], VRTP [6] and ISTP [18] a heterogeneous approach to building the communications protocol that underlies the
software components has been used. Four different protocols are
utilised during execution of the system.

6.1

HTTP

The first protocol utilised is HTTP. This is used to transfer the Web
page and the VRML file and applet that describe the structure of
the virtual world and provide the mechanism for sharing the virtual
space with other participants.

Support for Avatars

Each participant has an avatar to make them visible to other participants in the world. Which avatar a user uses is determined before
they enter the world by presenting them with a variety of choices.
The choices that they have available to them is specified by placing
a number of Avatar nodes in the VRML file. The avatar node has

6.2

TCP/IP

After these data have loaded the Browser Client applet begins to
execute. Its first task is to contact the Gatekeeper process via a
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The approach chosen in this paper is to leave as much VRML97
functionality as possible untouched to be able to support shared
worlds. Whether the language extensions presented in this paper
would be suitable for a future multi-user version of VRML is an
open question. While the extensions are simple to use, implement
and fit in with the existing VRML infrastructure familiar to programmers, it may be the case that supporting shared worlds at a
higher level, perhaps through the use of objects as suggested in [16]
represents a better alternative.

TCP/IP connection, the address and port of which, is supplied as
arguments to the applet. The TCP/IP socket connection is used to
send three different data. The first is the multicast address to use for
peer to peer communication, once this data is received the applet
can begin listening to events occurring in the current locale.
The next data loaded are events which have had a lasting affect
on the virtual world and have been recorded by the Gatekeeper according to the directives of the world author.
The last data sent are information about the shared objects inside
the world. The VRML file downloaded contains information about
shared objects such as their appearance, visibility and location.
Once these data have been received the TCP/IP socket connection is closed and all further communication occurs via multicasting.

6.3

Best Effort Multicast

8

Reliable Multicast

IP

IP

An ACK-based reliable multicast protocol is utilised for instances
where mutual exclusion is required to avoid deadlock. This is particularly important for shared objects. For instance, when a participant holding an object decides to drop it their Browser Client sends
a ‘Release Object’ message using reliable multicast. It is important
that this message is seen by everyone, especially the Gatekeeper
which controls access to objects. If the message was lost in transit
then the object would still be flagged as being carried by a participant when in fact it was freely available to all.

7

Comparison

and Future Work

This paper describes a system for authoring shared virtual worlds
capable of executing within existing VRML viewers. One primary
consideration when designing the system was simplicity, for both
authars and participants. It is hoped that the extensions described
herein combined with pre-processing offer a more author friendly
environment than that offered by Living Worlds [lo], although the
extensions do not presently offer the range of facilities offered by
Living Worlds.
To test the system an existing VRML model of the VASE laboratory has been converted into a shared virtual world with shared
behaviours.
Presently the system only works with Netscape Communicator
and Cosmo Player. Future work will be to allow participants using Internet Explorer and other VRML viewers such as Intervista
WorldView to access shared virtual worlds. It may also be possible
to utilise other technologies such as Sun’s Java Plug-in to try and
resolve the problems with Netscape’s implementation of the Java
Virtual Machine.
Current work involves measuring the scalability, network loading and packet loss incurred by the Wire protocol. It is hoped that
the results from this analysis can be used to tune aspects of the Wire
protocol and software.
Presently the protocol contains support for different locales
within a virtual world but does not have a way to allow authors
to easily declare locales. Future work will involve extending the
VRML specification further to offer this facility. Support for participants wanting to use their own user defined avatars rather than
the system defined ones is also planned.

Peer to peer communication is where the majority of traffic is exchanged. Information is exchanged between Browser Clients and
the Gatekeeper using an unreliable Datagram packet based format.
The packets in the peer to peer protoco1 deal with a number of areas, for instance participants entering and leaving the virtual world,
moving around and manipulating objects inside the world, to name
but a few.
Best effort multicasting is utilised where possible to avoid the
overhead associated with reliable transmission.
For instance data
about an avatar’s movements are sent using best effort multicast,
here it is of little concern if packets are lost as the position of
the avatar will eventually be updated the next time the participant
moves.

6.4

Conclusions

with other work
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Living Worlds [lo] is perhaps closest in spirit to the work presented
in this paper in so far that it attempts to provide access to multi-user
worlds using existing VRML technology. Presently the extensions
presented in this paper do not offer the range of functionality proposed by Living Worlds but do offer a simpler authoring process.
A further difference with Living Worlds is the use of multicasting
in our system to remove the need for a powerful server. Living
Worlds relies upon “MuTechs” to connect to servers from different
providers each with their own proprietary protocol.
The DIS/Java/VRML Working Group [5] also support access to
shared worlds using existing VRML technology. Their primary focus is to allow participation in simulations based on the Distributed
Interactive Simulation standard and as such are concerned with using VRML to build applications rather than extending the VRML
standard.
Broll’s Dynamic Worlds proposal for VRML 2 [2] proposed extensions to VRML 1.0 that introduced similar functionality to that
proposed in the Moving Worlds proposal; furthermore it introduced
support for multi-user worlds. Our work has a similar goal, to extend the functionality already present in VRML to allow the support
of multi-user worlds.
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